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In November 2015, the high-temperature hydrogen decomposition plant was installed in the Nuclear Research Insti-
tute in Řež, Prague. The aim of the plant is to learn about possible heat recuperation from hydrogen production when 
using high-temperature water electrolysis. Processes like water electrolysis and synthesis of oxygen and hydrogen 

seem to be one of the most prospective to save energy surplus 
both from standard, non-modulated resources, like contemporary 
nuclear power plant, and from renewables which provide maxi-
mum energy outside consumption peaks. 

The core of the plant is a heated cell with an electrolyser to which 
either hot steam (in the electrolyser mode) or hydrogen (in the cell 
mode) is brought. Other parts are piping for transport of auxiliary 
media, and the control system. The operation of the plant is con-
trolled in several steps. After the basic function check, the parts are 
heated to their operation temperatures. The most important part 
is the furnace with the electrolyser which is heated to 800 °C and 
above. As the electrolyser is sensitive to rapid temperature chang-

es, the heating follows with a 1 K/min slope. After the plant is heated up, it is possible to operate it and conduct the 
experiments. Finally, the plant is controlled so as to cool down slowly. The control system monitors the plant status, 
and when major problems at the field devices are detected, the plant is automatically brought to standby to prevent 
damage. 

As the main control element in the system, the Linux-based Domat IPLC510 controller is used. Standard Domat I/O 
modules and Modbus ICP DAS M-7018R I/O modules for industry thermocouples temperature measuring are in-
stalled at the I/O level. The system communicates with a BK Precision controlled load over RS232 interface using  
a driver developed for this very project. Other peripherials and sensors use analogue signals 0...10 V. On the top of the 
entire system there is a RcWare Vision SCADA to monitor, sample and store all measured values and setpoints. In the 
Settings section, users can set up all process parameters. 

The high temperature hydrogen decomposition plant is the second project with Domat which was installed in the Řež 
Nuclear Research Institute. The scientists enjoy especially wide 3rd party integration facilities and easy programming, 
as the control algorithms are adapted continuously to the latest know-how and research requirements. 

Nuclear Research Institute Řež – high temperature hydrogen decomposition

Interesting projects

it is surprising how fast the autumn has gone and the pre-Christmas time is here, the peak of the season. 
We wish you, as every year, lots of power and fitness for the demanding assignments of the next year, and 
fruitful personal life. 
The period of economic growth, which the Czech Republic has been experiencing now, has positive im-
pact on construction production, which brings along maybe a bit more stressful times than we all would 
wish. However, weather permitting, let’s not forget to employ some outdoor activities. It is said that people 
spend 90 % of their time indoors, which means 2 hours of outdoor stay a day. Sometimes, it seems like not 
more than fifteen minutes. Maybe there will be some compensation in the summer...

We wish you a merry Christmas and a happy new year! 

Domat Control System Team

Dear business friends, 
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In the following table, there are listed the mark... process stations and their properties. Note the Performance 
column where the number of stars is indicating the computing power of the platform. The most powerful are 
the Linux-based process stations, while the more price-affordable models are able to process up to about 40 
physical data points. 
An exception among the free programmable process station is the mark150 with integrated M-Bus interface 
for up to 10 meters. The onboard M-Bus interface drops down costs for integration of communicative 
metering devices: no external M-Bus converter is necessary. The controllers are suitable for control of small 
heat exchange stations, or just collection of metering data 
together with environmental values and 
communication to a management station or 
to a database over the Internet.

mark... process stations

NEW products

The aim of the electrical energy distributor is to keep the consumption curve in time as flat as possible. One of the 
measures to achieve this is to prevent load peaks at individual customers. In terms of contract, it means that the cus-
tomer must not exceed the maximum amount of electrical energy contracted during a 15 minutes time span. This 

amount of energy is called a „15-minutes maximum“. If this limit 
is exceeded, the customer pays a penalty. Achieving and exceed-
ing of the limit is monitored by a digital energy meter installed at 
the customers‘ premises. The bigger the contracted value, the less 
risky the plant operation is, but customer pays higher flat fees for 
higher reserved consumption limit.

In order to use the contracted value efficiently, and avoid paying 
penalties at the same time, customers use load shedding control-
lers. The controllers are monitoring the current consumption, and 
if there is a risk of exceeding the contracted limit, they switch off 
selected appliances automatically. If the appliances are grouped 
properly, the originally contracted limit value can be decreased, 

which brings savings on the flat fees. The load shedding controller may then pay back in a short period; of course it 
depends on how much power can be switched off at any time without risking operation problems, and on allocation 
of the appliances into groups.

Read the whole article here: http://domat-int.com/en/products/online-documentation/load-shedding-control

Load shedding, or E-Max

Topic of the issue

www.domat.cz/newsletter
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NEW productscontinued from the previous page

2. - 5. 2. 2016 Budma, Poznań, PL
A construction trade fair with building technology impact. We exhibit together with our Polish distributor 
P&B Sp. z o. o. to introduce mostly components, like communication converters (M-Bus, DALI, Modbus), room 
units, and room controllers with Modbus, which we have been exporting to Poland successfully for several 
years.

13. -18 .3 .2016 Light + Building, Frankfurt, DE
The Event of the Year for every manufacturer of control technologies. In spite of the fact that most of the fair 
is devoted to lighting technologies, there is room enough for control systems together with power com-
ponents and solutions in halls 8, 9, and 10. Do not miss presentations of all major world manufacturers and 
possibility of benchmarking in one day, at one venue.

15. - 18. 3. 2016 Amper, Brno, CZ
At the same time as L+B, the most important Czech electrotechnical trade fair is opening its gates.  We intro-
duce the complete range of mark... process stations there, and are looking forward to discuss them with the 
first users who will have nearly half a year experience with its programming by then. 

16. - 20. 5. 2016 Sajam Tehnike, Beograd, Serbia
After the last year‘s successfull intro, we are following up with a next presentation of the complete range  
of components for building control systems. The Balkans region is considered to be very perspective, and the 
2015 feedback is motivating us to the next stage of our long-term effort.

Trade Fairs

Type Display RS232 RS485 I/O Others Performance

IMIO100 no - - 16 *

IMIO105 no - 1 16 larger RAM **

ICIO200 no - - 30 *

ICIO205 no - 1 30 larger RAM **

markMX no 2 2 88 ***

mark100 no - 1 - *

mark120 LCD 4×20 - - - *

mark125 LCD 4×20 1 1 - larger RAM **

mark150 no - - 15 M-Bus *

mark150/485 no - 1 15 M-Bus *

mark220 LCD 3×16 - 1 - ***

mark320 LCD 3×16 2 2 - ***

The types with larger RAM are deployed where higher memory requirements are expected for large number 
of time schedulers, matrix calculations, or more demanding control algorithms. The Mark120, which has no 
serial interfaces nor integrated I/Os, communicates with the I/O modules over the Ethernet: I/O modules 
ECIO2 with direct Ethernet connection, or any other serial I/O modules with Modbus router M035 can be 
used.
Small process stations IMIO and ICIO are also very attractive for deployment as small AHU controllers with 
web access and full integration into the Merbon world – databases, SCADA, OPC server, or customized client 
interfaces.

www.domat.cz/newsletter



Trainings
Building control system designers training
For designers of control systems with Domat components. Impact will be put on the most frequent mistakes, 
grounding, overvoltage protection, power supply connection etc. We will discuss also communication over 
RS485, 3rd party integration regarding old building control systems and investment protection, network to-
pologies, data storage in databases, and other topics which bring along most of the questionmarks when 
designing a control system. The training is held in Czech language. 

Communication over Modbus
This training aims both at PLC and SCADA engineers, and for those who are interested in integrated systems 
using Modbus RTU and TCP. The participants will be able to select, design and commission the communicati-
on between a 3rd party Modbus device and PLC or SCADA. Hands-on sessions included. The training is held 
in Czech language. 
Programming in Merbon IDE
New – Functions, programming, and configuration of PLCs in the new software Merbon IDE. Overview of 
PLC controllers mark and their features. Programming in FUPLA and ST, customized blocks and libraries, co-
mmissioning, debugging. Web server, configuration of web pages, upload to PLC. Previous experience with 
SoftPLC IDE is welcome. The training is held in Czech language. 

SoftPLC for software engineers
Basic introduction into SoftPLC IDE for process station programming, function blocks, communication with 
I/O modules, program upload, remote debugging, LCD menu design, and web access. For those who want to 
start programming the favourite MiniPLC controllers. Within a single day, you will see values from your own 
program on the MiniPLC’s embedded web server. The training is held in Czech language and on demand only, 
please contact your distributor or sales@domat.cz. 

14. 1. 2016 - Programming in Merbon IDE, Klecany
20. 1. 2016 - Building control system designers training, Klecany
28. 1. 2016 - Programming in Merbon IDE, Pardubice
11. 2. 2016 - Programming in Merbon IDE, Bratislava
18. 2. 2016 - Communication over Modbus, Pardubice
25. 2. 2016 - Programming in Merbon IDE, Klecany
24. 3. 2016 - Programming in Merbon IDE, Pardubice
31. 3. 2016 - Building control system designers training, Pardubice
14. 4. 2016 - Programming in Merbon IDE, Klecany
21. 4. 2016 - Communication over Modbus, Klecany
28. 4. 2016 - Programming in Merbon IDE, Brno
12. 5. 2016 - Programming in Merbon IDE, Pardubice
19. 5. 2016 - Building control system designers training, Bratislava
2. 6. 2016 - Communication over Modbus, Bratislava
16. 6. 2016 - Programming in Merbon IDE, Bratislava

More trainings on demand. There will be more trainings in the 3Q2016  
and 4Q2016, please follow the Events page at www.domat.cz. 
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Czech Republic
Domat Control System s.r.o.
U Panasonicu 376
CZ – 530 06 Pardubice – Staré Čivice
Tel.: +420 461 100 823
Fax: +420 226 013 092
Service hotline: +420 733 421 878
info@domat.cz
www.domat.cz

Training center Praha
Třebízského nám. 424
CZ – 250 67 Klecany
Tel.: +420 222 365 395
Fax: +420 226 013 092
support@domat.cz

Domat Slovakia
Domat Control System s.r.o.
Údernícka 11
SK – 851 01 Bratislava
Tel.: + 421 2 206 48 965
Fax: + 421 2 332 04 558
e-mail: info@domat.sk
www.domat.sk

Armenia
INTEGRAL design&engineering
8 Tumanyan str., International Business 
Center
Yerevan 0001 Armenia
Tel.: +374 10 520 188
e-mail: info@integral.am 

Austria
Simic Mess- Steuer- u. Regeltechnik
Neubaugasse 13
A-3435 Neusiedl
Tel.: +43 (664) 975 60 85
e-mail: simic.msr@gmx.at 

Benelux
VEDOTEC BV
De Vijf Boeken 1K
2911 BL  Nieuwerkerk aan den IJssel,  
Tel.: (+31) 088-833 68 00 of 
088-VEDOTEC, 
Fax: (+31) 088-833 68 68, 
Mobile: (+31) (0)6-41458511
e-mail: info@vedotec.nl
www.vedotec.nl

Croatia
Aeroteh d.o.o.
Andrije Žaje 10
HR – 10000 Zagreb
Tel.: + 385 1 301 53 12
Fax: + 385 1 301 53 13
e-mail: eduard.nothig@aeroteh.hr
www.aeroteh.hr 

Germany
S+S Regeltechnik GmbH
Pirnaer Straße 20
D-90411 Nürnberg
Tel.: +49 (0) 911-519 47-0
Fax: + 49 (0) 911-519 47-70
e-mail: mail@spluss.de
www.spluss.eu

Hungary
LS épületAutomatika Kft
Mészáros Lőrinc utca 130/B.
H-1194 Budapest
Tel.: +36 1 288 0500
Fax: +36 1 288 0501
e-mail: aracs.peter@lsa.hu
www.lsa.hu

Lithuania and Latvia
UAB BALTESA
Žalgirio g. 108
LT-09300, Vilnius
Tel.: +370 (5) 2727902
Fax: +370 (5) 2727902
e-mail: info@baltesa.lt
www.baltesa.lt

Macedonia and Kosovo
SIMT d.o.o.
bul. Partizanski Odredi 149 mez 2
1000 Skopje
Tel.: +389 2 3069591
Fax: +389 2 3069591
e-mail: simt@simt.com.mk
www.simt.com.mk

Malaysia
TECH-STORE MALAYSIA Sdn. Bhd.
No.20-2, Jalan Suria Puchong 6,
Pusat Perniagaan Suria Puchong,
47110 Puchong, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603 8940 6688
e-mail: info@tech-store.com.my
www.tech-store.com

The Netherlands
Building technology bv
Postbus 189
NL – 7390 AD, Twello
Tel.: +31 571 262 728
Fax: +31 571 262 628
e-mail: info@buildingtechnology.nl
www.buildingtechnology.nl

Poland 
P&B Sp. z o. o.
Szosa Chełmińska 26/610
87-100 Toruń
Tel.:+48 56 660 84 18
e-mail: info@domat-cs.pl
www.domat-cs.pl

Portugal
WSBP – We Solve Building Problems
Rua Pedro Nunes – Quinta da Nora
3030-199 Coimbra
Tel.: +351239700317
Fax: +351 239 700 318
e-mail: info@wsbp.eu
www.wsbp.eu

Romania
SC LSA Romania Building Automation SRL
L.N.Tolstoi Nr. 13, Tg. Mures
Tel.: +36 1 288 0500
Fax: +36 1 288 0501
e-mail: aracs.peter@lsa.hu
www.lsa.hu 

Slovenia
KOVINTRADE CELJE
Mednarodna trgovina d.d. Celje
POSLOVNA ENOTA LJUBLJANA
Brnčičeva ulica 45
SLO – 1000 Ljubljana
Tel.: + 386 1 560 76 78
Fax: + 386 1 530 24 41
e-mail: regulacije@kovintrade.si
www.kovintrade.com 

Switzerland
GLT Engineering AG
Schützenstrasse 30
CH-8245 Feuerthalen
Tel.: +41 52 647 41 00
Fax: +41 52 647 41 09
e-mail: info@glt.ch
www.glt.ch
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